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Abstract In this paper, a mathematical programming model and a heuristically de-
rived solution is described to assist with the efficient planning of services for a set 
of auxiliary bus lines (a bus-bridging system) during disruptions of metro and rapid 
transit lines. The model can be considered static and takes into account the average 
flows of passengers over a given period of time (i.e., the peak morning traffic hour). 
Auxiliary bus services must accommodate very high demand levels, and the model 
presented is able to take into account the operation of a bus-bridging system under 
congested conditions. A general analysis of the congestion in public transportation 
lines is presented, and the results are applied to the design of a bus-bridging system. 
A nonlinear integer mathematical programming model and a suitable approxima-
tion of this model are then formulated. This approximated model can be solved by a 
heuristic procedure that has been shown to be computationally viable. The output of 
the model is as follows: (a) the number of bus units to assign to each of the candidate 
lines of the bus-bridging system; (b) the routes to be followed by users passengers of 
each of the origin-destination pairs; (c) the operational conditions of the components 
of the bus-bridging system, including the passenger load of each of the line segments, 
the degree of saturation of the bus stops relative to their bus input flows, the bus ser-
vice times at bus stops and the passenger waiting times at bus stops. The model is 
able to take into account bounds with regard to the maximum number of passengers 
waiting at bus stops and the space available at bus stops for the queueing of bus units. 
This paper demonstrates the applicability of the model with two realistic test cases: 
a railway corridor in Madrid and a metro line in Barcelona. 
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1 Introduction 
The disruption of services in rapid transit and metro systems in large urban areas 
may have a considerable affect on the demand for mass transit services, particularly 
in cases of home-to-work and other mandatory trips. Many users of mass transit will 
switch their mode of transportation from their point of origin, resulting in an increase 
in car usage and road traffic. One means of reducing this problem is to bridge the 
stations at disrupted sections of the regular service (either rapid transit or metro) with 
auxiliary bus services that are able to operate under high-demand conditions. 
These considerations, and the state of the art that will be described below, have 
motivated the present analysis and the development of a general model for setting 
establishing the frequencies for public transportation lines under congested condi-
tions that can be applied to auxiliary bus services in response to large disruptions of 
the regular rapid transit and metro systems. In the test cases presented, the compo-
nents of this model apply to these scenarios of disruption, and with the appropriate 
adaptations, the model could be adjusted to other public transportation systems. 
These disruptions include lines that are completely interrupted or periods during 
which a number of transit stations are out of service inside an urban network for sev-
eral hours. The model presented has been motivated by two test cases described in 
this paper. The first case consists of an important railway corridor in Madrid with an 
interruption of service at a segment of four consecutive stations. The second case con-
sists of an interrupted portion of a metro line in Barcelona affecting ten consecutive 
metro stations. 
Because the passenger capacity of auxiliary buses will probably be unable to ac-
commodate all of the disrupted demand, these bridging services can be expected to 
experience bottlenecks. Thus, another purpose of the model is to identify, based on its 
solutions, these bottlenecks, and their causes and to take into account existing limita-
tions on the deployment of the auxiliary bus system, such as the number of available 
bus units, the available space for bus queues and the maximum number of passengers 
waiting at bus stops. To build the model, basic concepts of queueing theory have been 
used for the average passenger flows at bus stops and the flow of bus arrivals in a way 
that allows for the reproduction of the interaction between both passengers and buses 
in an optimization model. 
Because the resulting frequency-setting model uses average passenger flows over 
a given period of time (i.e., peak morning hours), it can be considered as a "static" 
model. This model requires the following basic input: 
(a) A set of bus lines, in a urban environment, identified by their segments and bus 
stops, that are candidates for operation during a disruption of the rapid transit or 
metro system. 
(b) An origin-to-destination trip table for the pick-up and drop-off stations in the 
disrupted area. 
This trip table would be, in fact, the traversal origin-destination matrix of potential 
trips between the disrupted stations. The model assigns the available bus units to 
candidate bus lines and determines the number of services to be carried out according 
to the characteristics of each bus line. Bus lines discarded by the model have no bus 
units assigned to them. 
The model minimizes the total set-up and/operational costs of the bus-bridging 
service plus the economic value of the total user travel time. The model is formulated 
with mixed-integer nonlinear programming, and the resulting problem is non-convex. 
It is solved with a specially designed heuristic method with reasonable computational 
times as shown in the test cases. The use of other methods for solving mixed-integer 
nonlinear problems applied to this model lies beyond the scope of this paper, and the 
authors are preparing a separate manuscript dedicated to more extensive computa-
tional tests. 
1.1 State of the art 
The design of bus line services has always been described in the scientific literature 
based on regular services under conditions in which congestion of the bus network is 
at a moderate level. Frequency-setting models have been formulated using passenger 
transit assignment schemas based on the concept of strategy (see, for instance, Spiess 
and Florian (1989) for a seminal paper on strategy-based passenger transit assign-
ment) or passenger assignment schemas based on time tables. Using a strategy-based 
assignment model with a static approach, the models for frequency setting on public 
transportation networks in Constantin and Florian (1995) and Noriega and Florian 
(2003) must be noted. In cases in which lines are under strict timetable constraints, 
the important assignment models include those implemented for commercial pack-
ages, such as INRO Consultants (2010), TransCAD (2011) or PTV Vision VISUM 
11.5 (2011). Other models, such as Zhao and Zeng (2008), have been very recently 
developed, as have those in Haupt et al. (2009) and in Papola et al. (2009). Models for 
frequency setting with elastic demand have been recently developed (Yoo et al. 2010). 
These models have typically been solved using heuristic methods (meta-heuristics) 
(see, for instance, Fan and Machemehl (2004) and Han et al. (2011)). Although estab-
lishing auxiliary bus services in cases of the disruption of regular transportation lines 
has been a common practice, only recently, in Kepaptsoglou and Karlaftis (2008), has 
this problem been directly taken into consideration. However, the paper in Kepapt-
soglou and Karlaftis (2008) primarily addresses the design of a decision-support sys-
tem for a bridging service. None of the papers cited here considers in detail the effects 
of congestion on the components of the transportation system (bus stops, bus queues, 
line cycles and passenger queues), takes into account external limitations or describes 
a method for the detection of bottlenecks. 
1.2 Main contributions of the model 
The main distinctive characteristics of the presented model for setting frequencies on 
transit lines can be summarized as follows: 
(a) The model takes into account the main factors involved in the congestion of tran-
sit lines using an analysis that can be extrapolated with small adaptations to situ-
ations other than bus-bridging systems. 
(b) The model enables the detection of bottlenecks along transit lines as well as 
external limitations such as the space available for the queueing of units and the 
maximum number of passengers waiting at line stops. 
With regard to the congestion modeling it must be pointed out that, under a con-
ceptual point of view: 
(a) It considers the delay experienced by passengers at heavily congested transit 
stops resulting from the decrease of effective frequencies. This delay occurs when 
not all passengers can ride on the first-arriving unit because of irregular head-
way and the finite capacity of transit units. To address this issue, simulations 
of bus stops have been performed to determine the waiting time of passengers 
versus bus stop load factor relationships. These dynamics have been studied us-
ing bulk-service queue simulation models, and some of the results are shown in 
Appendix. Because the model is static, estimations of delays for passengers are 
based on average passenger flows over a given period of time, and Poissonian 
passenger arrivals at stops have been assumed. This approach is acceptable for 
modeling bus-bridging systems when the arrival of passengers at disrupted sta-
tions is based on frequent bulks. This frequency can occur in metro systems or at 
large railway stations with frequent train arrivals in which platoons of passengers 
are affected by a dispersion effect throughout the station. These conditions are 
met in both test cases presented in this paper. In situations in which the times 
between train arrivals are longer, a dynamic model considering arrival timetables 
would be more appropriate. 
(b) The queueing of transit units at stops is also modeled using approximated queue-
ing models, and the effects of these queueing units on line cycles is also consid-
ered. Because the model is applied to bus lines in this case, passenger service 
times at stops are considered specifically for the case of bus systems. The rela-
tionship of passenger service times for bus units with the number of boarding and 
alighting passengers has been previously described with empirically developed 
formulas such as those in Guenthner and Sinha (1983), Fernandez and Tayler 
(2005), Jaiswal et al. (2008) and Fernandez (2011). 
In addition, the constraining of the inflow of buses at stops by limited bus stop 
capacities is considered using relationships described in TCRP Report 100 (2003). 
When applying the model to the design of a bus-bridging system, there will be a crit-
ical need for high-capacity bus stations, and the possibility of multiple-berth bus stops 
has been considered. The efficiency of multiple-berth bus stops has been taken into 
account following the empirical relationships described in TCRP Web Document 6 
(1999). The model also considers the finite capacity available for accommodating 
waiting passengers at bus stops and the finite space for bus queues at stops. 
Passengers are assigned to the bus lines of the bridging system using a congested 
shortest path criterion, i.e., all passengers of a given origin-destination pair are as-
signed to a unique path, which may consist of using several bus lines, and possibly, 
transfers between neighboring bus stops. This criterion was considered because of 
its simplicity in providing direct information to passengers suffering the disruption. 
Passenger assignment models based on strategies (as in Spiess and Florian 1989) 
have not been considered in this paper based on the assumption that the crowding at 
bus stops would make it difficult to follow this behavior of passengers; however, the 
authors are considering this option for further research. 
The main operational parameters for the bus lines resulting in a positive number 
of services are calculated as direct outcomes of the model: the number of services on 
each line, the bus service times at bus stops, estimations of bus units queue lengths 
and delays at bus stops, line cycles, estimations of passenger queue lengths and the 
riding/alighting volumes of passengers. The model also allows for the detection of 
bottlenecks in the bus system, making it possible to modify the system's configura-
tion to enhance performance. These capabilities are illustrated with two realistic test 
networks in Sect. 8. 
Computationally, the model has been formulated as a mixed-integer nonlinear pro-
gramming problem, and a heuristic algorithm has specifically been developed to solve 
it. The heuristic algorithm consists of partially freezing some of the nonlinearities of 
the formulation and setting their values with an iterative procedure of the fixed-point 
type based on the method of successive averages (MSA). 
Finally, because the presented model is a consequence of a general analysis of 
congestion in transit lines, it can be applied to systems other than bus-bridging lines, 
such as metro systems, with some adaptations. This is discussed in Sect. 5 in greater 
detail after the model formulation. 
1.3 Layout of the paper 
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 the sequence of operations and the 
times required from the point of view of buses and passengers are enumerated. In 
Sect. 3 the multicommodity network flow used to allocate passenger flows during the 
time horizon considered is described, as well as the set of definitions necessary to 
formulate the model in subsequent subsections. On this network flow it is possible to 
allocate boarding and alighting flows as well as transfer flows from line to line and 
passenger flows not using the auxiliary bus system. The transportation mode used 
for movements which do not use buses it is assumed to be pedestrian. Section 4 is 
dedicated to describe the modelling made of the operations described in Sect. 3: re-
lationships assumed for passenger service times at bus stops, formulas for line cycle 
times, constraints expressing the maximum input flow of buses at bus stops, passen-
ger waiting time at bus stops and link travel time functions. All these components 
appear together in Sect. 5 where a nonlinear mixed-integer programming problem is 
formulated. In Sect. 6 an approximation of the conceptual model described in pre-
vious Sect. 5 is made. This approximation consists of expressing the total waiting 
time of passengers at bus stops by means of a set of constraints and the addition of 
auxiliary variables. Section 7 describes the heuristic method used to find solutions to 
the model. Section 8 contains the description of the application of this model to two 
test networks: a railway corridor in Madrid comprising stations of Atocha, Recoletos, 
Nuevos Ministerios and Chamartm ("Tunel de la Risa's" corridor) and a set of metro 
stations in Barcelona's line 1 (from station Placa d'Espanya to station Clot). A set of 
conclusions, possible extensions and possibilities of further research closes the paper. 
2 Operational times in bus lines 
In this paper, when referring to a bus-bridging system, a facility at which the bus units 
of the bridging system may perform the servicing of passengers will be called a bus 
stop, regardless of how complex such a facility may be. We will use the term "station" 
for the stations of the disrupted service that must be bridged. Bus stops of the bridg-
ing bus lines may be close enough to disrupted stations to make it unnecessary to 
distinguish between them in the model; in contrast, because of the characteristics of 
the street network topology, both bus stops and disrupted stations must be considered 
separately. 
In the mathematical programming formulation described in this paper, for the as-
signment of services in the bus-bridging problem, a modeling is made of the different 
operational times involved in the usual operation of the bus lines. References Fer-
nandez and Tayler (2005) and Anderson and Scalia-Tomba (1981) provide a detailed 
description of these steps. Regardless of how complex a bus stop may be, the opera-
tional times described below conceive bus stops to be configured as depicted in Fig. 3 
in Sect. 4.1. Very general configurations of bus stops (which are, in fact, bus stations) 
can be found in references TCRP Report 100 (2003) and TCRP Report 19 (1996). 
Based on Fernandez and Tayler (2005), the operational times to be considered are 
as follows: 
Operational times V for vehicles 
1. The time required for free movement between consecutive bus stops. 
2. The maneuvering time required for entering a bus stop. 
3. The time stationed at a bus stop. 
(a) The queueing time required to access the boarding/alighting berth. 
(b) The maneuvering time required for entering the boarding/alighting berth 
from the top of the queue (bl) and the clearance time or maneuvering time 
required to clear the boarding/alighting berth (b2). 
(c) The passenger service time (PST) required for boarding/alighting (including 
the opening/closing of doors). 
(d) The blocking time at berths: after servicing passengers, it may happen that 
the preceding bus cannot leave the bus stop, thus blocking the bus that has 
finished passenger service at the berth. 
4. The time required for exiting the bus stop. This represents the elapsed period be-
tween leaving the berth and exiting the bus stop. This period of time is composed 
of 
(a) Getting in the exit queue clearing the berth. 
(b) Waiting in the exit queue. 
(c) Waiting for an opportunity to incorporate into the external traffic flow, i.e., 
the reentry time. 
Operational times P for passengers 
1. Passengers who do not alight from the bus at the bus stop. Their times are the 
vehicle times VI + V2 + V3 + V4. 
Fig. 1 Network representation by means of the graph G = (N, A) 
2. Passengers who alight at the bus stop. Their times are VI + V2 + V3(bl)(berth 
access only) + V3(a); the egress time from the vehicle must be taken also into 
account. 
3. Passengers boarding a bus at a bus stop. Their times include the following: 
(a) The time in the passengers' queue spent waiting for a bus of the appropriate 
line. 
(b) The riding time + the time on board waiting for the bus with the doors closed. 
Note that this time is V3(c). 
(c) The time on board exiting the bus stop, which is equal to V3(d) + V3(b2) + 
V4. 
(d) The elapsed time between the instant of reentry into the external traffic flow 
and the next bus stop, which is equal to time VI. 
3 Network model 
A basic component of this model is the network on which passenger movements take 
place. The network has a special structure to reflect these movements because of their 
relevance in congestion modeling. The model must capture passenger flows during a 
predefined period of time, including which passengers board at a stop to a given line 
or alight from a line to a stop, and which parts of the journey are made by bus or by 
an alternate transportation mode. For simplicity, the alternate mode is considered to 
be walking. 
Passenger flows go through a directed graph G = (N, A), whose structure is 
sketched in Fig. 1. This graph will be referred to in the following as the expanded 
transit network, the expanded graph or the expanded bus network. The set of nodes 
N splits into two subsets, NQ and N \ NQ. Nodes in the set NQ and links a = (i, j), 
so that i e NQ and j e No, are used to model transfer movements or simply trips 
balking at the bus transportation system and accomplished using the alternative trans-
portation mode. The set of such links will be designated by Ac". 
AG = {(i, j)eA\ie NG, j e NG} (1) 
On the graph, incoming and outgoing nodes from a given one i e N are desig-
nated by E(i), I(i), respectively. A subset of nodes within NG, those that will be 
considered as representing disrupted stations or bus stops, will be denoted by NG-
L designates the set of bus lines and 77g = {b\,..., b 1} is the ordered set of / / bus 
stops or stations bj e NG on line I e L. Conversely, given a bus stop b e NG, Lb will 
designate the set of bus lines containing stop b. The subset of links Ab is composed 
of links a = (i, j) so that neither i e NG nor j e NG and a is an entering link to 
stop b: 
Ab = {(i, j)eA\ i, j i NG, 3 ( J , k) e E(j) so that k e 1(b)} (2) 
At is the set of links modeling line l e L s o that i, j £ NG-
At = {(i, j)eA\ i, HNG, (i, j) belongs to line I} (3) 
Ab,e defines the set of links a e Ab corresponding to line I e L. 
Abil = AbC\At (4) 
The set of lines incoming to a bus stop b can then be defined by Lb = [l e L \ 
Ab,t ¥" 0}- The following definitions are also useful: 
A\ = At\ (J AbX 
bene 
4 = At\A\ 
(5) 
(6) 
At a node i e N, E(i) will designate the forward star of outgoing links emerging 
from i. E(i) will designate the outgoing links (i, j) so that j £ NG'. 
E(i) : 
\ E(i) \\iiNG 
E{i)\{E{i)C\AG) \iieNG ieN 
0 if i e NG \ NG 
(7) 
Figure 2 shows in greater detail the set of links modeling alighting and boarding 
operations at bus stops for a given line I e L. Links a = (b, j), b e Tit, j £ NG 
capture boarding and waiting time at a bus stop for passengers willing to board on 
buses of line I. For a given bus stop b belonging to line I, the boarding link from 
b e NG to line I will be designated by a(l, b) if it exists, and, with the help of the 
Fig. 2 Detail of the expanded 
graph for modeling bus lines and 
stops, b, i' s NQ. (k', j') S Aj. 
x(a) = (j'J)Aj,k) eAt. 
Nodes j , j ' for boarding and 
alighting, respectively, from/at 
node b s IIi for line I are given 
b y ; = it(b), j1 = j'fib) 
line I 
operator jiib), by a = (b, jiib)). For a boarding link a = (b, jiib)), link x{a) if it 
exists, denotes the link on which passengers wait on board the bus without alighting 
at that bus stop, whereas y(a) represents the corresponding alighting link, if it exists. 
In addition, an alighting link at a bus stop b e NG for a line I e L will be designated 
by their head and tail nodes (j'e(b), b) with the help of operator j'e(b). 
Passenger demand is represented by a set of positive flows, gm > 0, each for a 
given origin-destination pair co = (p, q), during a predefined period of time of length 
H units. The set of origin-destination pairs W is defined from nodes within NG, 
that are disrupted stations. D is the set of nodes that are destinations. The origin-
destination trip matrix will be designated by g0J, co e W. Indices co, or explicitly 
(p, q), will be used for an origin-destination pair when considered convenient. 
Passenger flows during the specified period of time will be organized in com-
modities, one per origin-destination, and the total flow of passengers on a link a e A, 
during that period of time and for an origin-destination pair co e W will be denoted 
by v%. The balance equations for flows per origin-destination pair co = (p, q) e W at 
a node i e N will be as follows: 
-S(P,q) ifi=q 
g(p,q) if i = P (8) 
0 ifi¥=P 
By adding non-negativity conditions v% > 0 for flows on links to previous rela-
tionships (8), the following polyhedra are defined: 
Vm = {vm e R]+] | vm = (..., vfj,...; (i, j) e A), vfj verify (8)}, coeW (9) 
Finally, the polyhedron V of total passenger flows on links will be 
V = L e j R l _ A | | W = J2v(°' w'BeV"B} (10) 
4 Modeling operational times 
It will be assumed that there are p bus units available to be assigned to \L\ prede-
termined candidate bus lines, with all bus units of equal type and with capacity for 
c passengers. Thus, if nl > 0, nl e Z, I e L is the number of units assigned to line 
£ eL, then 
J V < P (ID 
4.1 Modeling bus stops 
The performance of bus stops plays a fundamental role in the performance of bus 
transport. Empirically, bus stops have been extensively studied under various con-
figurations and operational conditions. Reference TCRP Report 100 (2003) provides 
clear descriptions of these aspects in situations in which the probability of queuing 
I>.7- !>£ = • 
j&E(i) kel(i) 
L" 
LO Waiting queue ^ ^ 
LO Waiting System 
Fig. 3 A schematic representation for a bus stop 
; LI Waiting queue 
J; > 
; Ll Waiting System 
of buses at stops is low or moderate. In this paper, it will be assumed that this prob-
ability may be high, and to this end, the operation of buses at stops will be modeled 
using two waiting systems in tandem with blocking as shown in Fig. 3. The entering 
and exiting waiting systems will be referred to as system LO and system Ll, respec-
tively. Although bus stops may have a physical configuration other than the bay-type 
depicted in Fig. 3, conceptually, these two waiting systems can always be considered. 
In addition, because bus stops of the bus-bridging system should be as close as pos-
sible to the disrupted stations of the public transportation system, linear on-street or 
bay-type bus stops will be assumed. Linear bus stops are the most common config-
uration that will be possible to implement because only very relevant stations of the 
disrupted transport system may have facilities that could permit better configurations 
of the bus stops of the auxiliary system. Linear bus stops are characterized by having 
berths one behind the other so that when the bus stop is empty, the first bus to arrive 
occupies the first loading area, the second bus occupies the second loading area, and 
so on. See TCRP Report 100 (2003) for a discussion of the effectiveness of linearly 
configured bus stops. Waiting system Ll may block waiting system LO, i.e., a bus 
having finished its dwell time at a berth may not proceed because the Ll space is still 
full. In this paper, it will be assumed that the mean time w\ that a bus stays in space 
Ll of bus stop b e NG is fixed. This quantity is assumed to include the clearance 
time from the berth and the reentry time of buses into the external traffic flow (times 
V4(a) + V4(b) + V4(c) in Sect. 2). The clearance time is more or less linear with bus 
length, and, following TCRP Report 100 (2003), a value of 1 second per meter will 
be adopted. Also, following TCRP Report 100 (2003), reentry time is assumed to be 
linear with external traffic flow in the range 0-700 veh/h at a rate of 1 second every 
100 veh/h. A final assumption is that bus stops are located far enough from traffic 
signals to decrease bus service time. 
4.1.1 Modeling bus service time and passenger service time at bus stops 
Assuming for simplicity that bus stops are served only by a single bus line, the mean 
service time *Q, at a bus stop b e NG will be expressed in three terms: 
Kb : M OM PST beNG (12) 
where K¥ is the maneuver time V3(b) for a bus to reach the boarding/alighting berth 
from the head of the bus queue in space L0, K¥M is an operational margin and KP1 is ,-PST : 
the mean passenger service time V3(c) for a bus as a result of the boarding/alighting 
of passengers at the stop's berth, icjf depends basically on the bus stop configuration 
and may be assumed to be constant. 
Passenger service times have been studied by several authors, mainly from an em-
pirical point of view. The reader may consult references Guenthner and Sinha (1983), 
Fernandez and Tayler (2005), Jaiswal et al. (2008) or Fernandez (2011) for empirical 
expressions of the average passenger service time. Following Fernandez and Tayler 
(2005), for instance, the passenger service time for parallel boarding/alighting oper-
ations can be summarized with a general formula such as this: 
K?ST = ab+ max Wvxbi}> beNG (13) 
where «+ and «_ are the number of doors used as entrances and exits of the bus, re-
spectively, and T^ and r r • are the times necessary for embarking/disembarking the 
corresponding volumes of passengers per service. ab can be considered a dead time 
resulting from doors opening/closing. The relationship between these times and the 
number of passengers uf{, u^ , per bus entering/exiting through the doors has been 
examined in a number of papers under a variety of specific conditions (see Fernandez 
and Tayler 2005 or TCRP Report 100 2003). The most accepted assumption is that 
this relationship is linear: 
rbj=8+ubj> \j=8~ubj> beNG, 1 < / < « + , 1 <j<n- (14) 
where g+ and g~ are the boarding and alighting service time per passenger, respec-
tively. These times depend on the number of doors used for boarding/alighting and 
on whether these operations are carried out using single-channel or multiple-channel 
facilities and on whether the boarding/alighting operations are carried out in serial 
or in parallel. Thus g+ = g+(n+), g~ = g~(n~). It will be assumed that bus units 
have separate doors for boarding/alighting operations in parallel (two rear doors for 
alighting and one door for boarding). 
Assuming now the general case, in which a bus stop operates for several bus lines, 
it is possible to express the average bus service time for the set of lines stopping at 
stop b as a function of the total passenger volumes v on the expanded network links 
and the number of services ze for line i e Lb entering at stop b e NG. The specific 
passenger service time K^S[{V, Z) for buses of line i e L at a stop b e lie, will be 
given by 
K^T(v,z) = max\g+(n+)^,g-(n-)^\, beIIe,£eL (15) 
In cases of linear bus stops (on-line or off-line) in which the berth's length allows 
for more than one loading area where two or more buses can be served simultane-
ously, an efficiency factor e for the berth must be used, which depends on the maxi-
mum number of loading areas sb that are possible to allocate and on whether arrival 
of buses is at random or it is forced to be platooned. The efficiency factor for linear 
bus stops varies for on-line and off-line configurations. These efficiency factors will 
be adopted following TCRP Report 100 (2003). Accordingly, the average effective 
bus service time (times V3(b) + V3(c) as described in Sect. 2) for units of line £ e L 
at bus stop b e IJt will be given by 
M
 + KOM + KPST( • 
Kbie(v,z) = - , , ' , bene,£eL (16) 
From this, the average passenger service time of buses entering at bus stop b will 
be given by 
K^1(V,Z) = ^ '— , beNG (17) 
2^leLbz 
Accounting for the efficiency factor, the average effective bus service time per 
physical loading area at bus stop b e NG will be given by 
KM + KOM+PST{ z) 
Kb{v,z) = ^ » » , beNG (18) 
e{sb) 
4.1.2 Line cycles and bus-queueing at bus stops 
Assuming that nl buses have been assigned to line i out of the total p buses available 
and assume that they perform a total of zl runs on line i e L, the load factor pb at 
stop b for the input bus-waiting system LO will be expressed by the ratio between the 
bus arrivals per unit of time and the berth's effective maximum capacity or the berth's 
maximum number of services per unit time: 
Arrival of buses per unit of time 
Pb = , beNG (19) Maximum number of services per unit of time 
The arrival of buses per unit of time at stop b during a period of H units of time 
must be jj Y.esLb ^ '•> however, the maximum number of services per unit of time will 
be Sb/Kb. The loading factor will then be expressed as 
Kb(V.Z) x—v o 
Pb(v,z) = ^ i-1J2z > beNG (20) 
SbH '—' 
£eLb 
The waiting times at bus queues w® at stop b e NG can be expressed directly as 
a function Wb(-) of this traffic factor using Allen-Cunneen's approximation (see, for 
instance Allen 1998), which provides an approximation of the queueing delay for 
"I 
considered as a function of (v, z) 
general GI/G/s queues. This leads to w9 = Wb{pb). Because of this, w9 can also be 
w°b(v,z) = Wb(pb(v,z)), beNG (21) 
The waiting times of buses at waiting system LI at a stop b e NG, W\, will be 
assumed as fixed. Because the queueing of buses at stops and passenger service times 
are also dependent on (v, z), bus cycles Q on line I e L are also dependent on (v, z): 
Q(u, z) = Q° + J2 ( K M("> z) + wl + w°b(v, Z)), I e L (22) 
bene 
where C° is the result of the free travel time from stop to stop. This free travel time 
will be represented by t® at a link a e A®. This link a = (je(b), )'t{b')) goes from stop 
b to stop b'. Therefore, t% is the elapsed time beginning immediately after leaving stop 
b and upon arrival at the end of the (possibly non-empty) queue of buses in b', and, 
thus, 
C° =J2& ieL (23) 
a€A® 
Another assumption is that the fixed dead times of buses used for changing of 
drivers etc. during the time horizon H are made at depots located outside any of the 
bus stops in the network and that buses are then withdrawn from the line during these 
dead times. This makes the effective operational time horizon for buses assigned to 
line I e L, Hl smaller than or equal to H. The relationship between the number of 
services zl and the number of buses nl assigned to a line I e Lis then 
n
lHl>zlCe(v,z), IeL (24) 
4.1.3 Maximum input flow of buses at a bus stop 
The maximum input flow of buses that a bus may be able to serve is determined 
primarily by two factors. The first factor is the bus service time, which depends on the 
flow of passengers arriving at the bus stop and the time required by buses to approach 
the service berth plus the clearance time and (possibly) the blocking time that a loaded 
bus unit ready to leave may encounter as a result of other buses trying to reenter in the 
external traffic flow. The second factor is a physical limitation on the space in which 
buses may queue to get to the service berth of the bus stop. Clearly, the greater the 
input flow of buses to the bus stop, the longer the waiting queues of buses, potentially 
causing the waiting units to block external facilities such as intersections or pedestrian 
crosswalks. Because of that spillback phenomenon, in this model, a limitation on the 
maximum length of the bus queues will be imposed indirectly. The model actually 
limits the maximum input flow of buses that may enter a bus stop; this indirectly limits 
the average bus queue length at the bus stop, and, thus, the possibility of spillback is 
reduced. An estimation obtained by simulation of the ratio between the average queue 
length and the maximum queue length that is only surpassed 5% of the time will be 
used. Toward this end, let £°, C1, r]° and r]1 be defined as follows: 
- £°: The maximum number of buses allowed in space 0 (i.e., those waiting to get 
to the boarding berths + the number of buses allowed in the berths). 
- C1: The maximum number of buses allowed at space 1 (i.e., those that can be 
allocated at the exit of the boarding berths and the reentry of buses into road traffic). 
- n]° a n d x]1: The occupancy factors at 95% or the ratio between the average occu-
pancy at spaces 0 and 1 and the maximum occupancy attained 95% of the time 
(usually between 3 and 4). A value of 3 is adopted. 
Applying Little's formula to both waiting systems 0 and 1 at bus stop b e NG'-
(
^ '
Z ) + W
*
V Z ) ) W < 4 , beNG (25) 
£eLb ' 
17 E z " ^ ' be^G (26) 
£eLb ' 
In addition, if pb is the loading factor for the bus stop, it is desirable that pb < 1. 
Taking, for instance, e = 0.02 or 0.05: 
Kh(v, z ) x—v <> 
- ^ £ > € = p S < l - e , fceiVG (27) 
£eLb 
In summary: 
^ z £ < Z 6 ( u , z ) = ff mini (1 - e> s £° £
x 
/cs(u,z) ' vt(,{Kb{v,z) + wl{v,z)y r]lw\ leLb 
beNG (28) 
4.1.4 Limitations on the maximum admissible headway and frequencies of lines 
The solutions of our model may be required to provide a number of services zl at line 
i e L so that frequencies on that line fall within a predetermined range of frequen-
cies, say [/, / ] , provided that ze > 0. The lower bound / for frequencies will be 
expressed in terms of a maximum headway /zmax, i.e. / = H//zmax- The following 
constraints would enforce these conditions: 
TT 
ze>^T , zl<XlHf, A < e ( 0 , l ) , l e L (29) 
"max 
Clearly, if X1 = 1, a positive number of services will be assigned to line I, the 
resulting headway will be H/ze > hmia, and the frequency on that line will not ex-
ceed / , whereas if X1 = 0, then no services will be assigned to the line. 
4.2 Total waiting time of passengers at a bus stop 
The waiting time of passengers at bus stops for boarding a bus may not be a negligible 
component of the total trip time, particularly in congested situations. It is commonly 
accepted that passengers waiting at a bus stop can be modeled with a queuing process 
with the following characteristics: 
1. Waiting passengers are in a bulk-service queue, i.e., passengers' arrivals are on a 
one-to-one basis, but there is batch-service for each bus arrival at the stop. Usually, 
the total time used for the bus service is shorter than mean bus interarrival time at 
the bus stop. 
2. The number of passengers that can be allocated at each arriving bus is a random 
variable that is independent from the number of passengers waiting at the moment 
of arrival. 
Bulk-service queues play a fundamental role in transportation and logistics, and 
have undergone extensive theoretical study. The analysis of such models was origi-
nated by Bailey (1954) for the case of a fixed capacity of servers. The case of a ran-
dom capacity of servers was studied by Jaiswal (1964). A particularly well-known 
example of a bulking queue model is M/M [ 7 ] / l (see, for instance, Jain et al. 2007). 
However, not even in this case can closed formulas be obtained for the waiting time, 
and in order to calculate the waiting time, it is necessary to obtain zeroes of a function 
in the complex plane. This is one reason these models have not been used in applica-
tions of passenger transportation planning. Powell (1986), obtained closed formulas 
for approximating the moments of waiting times and queue lengths for bulk-arrival 
and bulk-service queues, which are useful for applications at terminals of networks 
in freight transportation models, but which cannot be applied for passenger queues 
at bus stops, as the range of the parameters considered in Powell (1986) cannot be 
adapted to the case of public transportation networks. In TCRP Report 100 (2003) it 
is suggested that the waiting time of passengers at stops can be estimated using an 
M/M/s queuing model. However, as shown in Appendix, this may lead to a strong 
underestimation of passenger waiting times at congested bus stops. 
For the case of the M/M [ 7 ] / l bulk-service model with random service capacity, 
the average waiting time per passenger <p for a given bus line at a stop is given as a 
function of the load factor Q of the queue of the form: 
vie) = PtfiQ) (30) 
where ^(Q) is an augmenting factor resulting from the congestion for which there is 
no closed formula, excluding some particular cases (i.e., constant service capacity), 
and Po is the waiting time at the bus stop per service and passenger in an uncongested 
situation. Po depends on the mean and deviation of the bus interarrival time, h and a, 
respectively (see, for instance, Trivedi 2002): 
P 0
= 2 ( 1 + F) ( 3 1 ) 
For the estimation of variance a2, the method of Adebisi (1986) or the approxima-
tion in Vasanthakumar (1993) can be used; however, to simplify our model, it will be 
assumed in advance that lines operate with short headways (<10 minutes) and that 
headway adherence occurs frequently (level of service D or E). Following TCRP Re-
port 100 (2003), the coefficient of variation / = er//z will be assumed fixed a priori 
and in the interval [0.40, 0.74]. 
For the more general bulk-service queue M/G [ 7 ] / l with random service capacity, 
(30) also holds, and the randomness of the capacity of the server on passenger delay 
is not very significant, as shown in Appendix. 
For a given line i e L and bus stop b e lie, let a = a(l, b) be the corresponding 
link in the expanded network. If zl is the number of services on that line, the mean 
interarrival time will be H/ze. The load factor ga for the queue of passengers willing 
to board servers of line i will be given as a function of link flows of the expanded 
network by 
ea(V7Z)= _ ^ a = a(i,b), beIIe,leL (32) 
CZl -Vx(a) 
where v = J2a>ew yCl'• Thus, ga (v, z) is the ratio between the average flow of board-
ings at line i at bus stop b and the average capacity available for service during pe-
riod H. Implicitly, it will be assumed that ga < 1. In ratio (32), cz1 is the maximum 
number of passengers that can be alighted from bus stop b by zl services carried out 
by bus units with maximum capacity c. 
The average queueing time cpa (v, z) per passenger at a bus stop waiting for buses, 
if the headway's coefficient of variation, /« , is Axed a priori, will be given by 
TT 
<Pa(v,Z) = - 1 ( l + Xa%(Qa(v,Z)), a = Cl(t, b)b € NG, I € Lb (33) 
Thus, in general, we will accept the following product form for the passenger's 
waiting time for line i at a stop b: 
<Pa(v,z) = Pa(z)ta(Qa(v,z)) (34) 
Accordingly, if a = a(l, b), the total passenger waiting time for boarding at a line, 
£«, will be expressed as a function of (v, z) as 
ffl (V,z) = Vacpa (V, Z) = Va Pa {z)^a ( , ) ( 3 5 ) 
\CZ1 -Vx(a)J 
4.3 Modeling finite capacity for passengers waiting at a bus stop 
The limited capacity of stops to accommodate queues of passengers waiting to board 
buses must also be taken into account. Assume that JV~£ax is the maximum number 
of passengers that bus stop b e NG is able to accommodate. It is assumed that there 
may be a queue of passengers for each of the lines stopping at the stop. The sum of 
the corresponding queue lengths might not exceed the capacity N^ax of the stop, at 
least during a large fraction a of the time (say a = 0.95). The application of Little's 
formula to the queue of passengers waiting for buses of line I at bus stop b e Tig 
leads to the following formula: 
va 
—| a = Average # of pax. in queue associated to link a = a(l, b), b e 77e, I e L 
(36) 
Let rib be the ratio between the queue length exceeded only a fraction 1 - a of 
the time and the average queue length for bus stop b e NG- The model requires that 
the sum of all of the queue lengths does not exceed a stop's capacity NJ^ax during a 
fraction a of the time under the following constraints: 
V Ka(tfi){v, z) < -Npbax, beNG (37) 
eeLb w 
4.4 Link travel time functions on the expanded transit network 
If a = a(l, b) is a boarding link in the expanded graph at stop b e NG for line l e i , 
the corresponding operational times assigned to that link will P3a and V3c (for line I), 
i.e., the time from the passenger's arrival at the bus stop until the bus closes its doors 
to initiate clearance of the berth. Taking into account the efficiency factor of the bus 
stop, the link travel time ta (v, z) will be 
Kbf ("'z) / 
ta(v,Z)= b ' \ +<Pa(v,Z) if z" > 0 
ta(v,z) = +oo \ize=0 
a = a(b,£),bene,£eL (38) 
The corresponding alighting link y(a) for the previous boarding link a = a(l,b), 
related both a and y(a)to line i e C and stop b e lie, will be assigned time P2b, and 
this time will be assumed to be a linear function of the average number of alighting 
passengers per service: 
t , , S~(n~) vy(a) t 
ty(a){v,z) = "-jr1 Ifz > 0 
2 Z 
ty(a)(v,Z) = ^ ^ C \Ue=0 
a = a(b,£),benl,£eL (39) 
For consecutive stops b, b' in line I e L, let us consider link a = (je(b), j'e(b')). 
Time ta for these links will be from exiting the berth of bus stop b until entering the 
berth of stop b'. Thus, they will be assigned times VI + V2 + V3a + V3bl for bus 
stop b' plus times V3b2 + V3d + V4a + V4b for bus stop b. In our model, ta will be 
expressed as the sum of a constant term fa° plus the bus queueing time V3a, w°b, (v, z), 
at the next stop b'. This constant term is then composed of the times t® = VI + V2 
plus the berth's clearance time, the waiting time V4a, the reentry time V4b for exiting 
the bus stop b and the maneuvering time V3bl, K^ , at stop b'. These last three terms 
will be assumed constant in our model, i.e., fa° = t% + w\ + K^ . The blocking time 
V3d will be considered negligible as it will be assumed that the locations of bus stops 
and their configurations facilitate smooth reentry into the external traffic flow 
fa(u,z) = fa° + u#(u,z), a = (jdb),j't(b%b,b'ent,leL (40) 
If a = (j'e(b), je(b)) for line I e L, then this link will be assigned a travel time 
function ta (v,z), which reflects time V3c for line I. Taking into account the efficiency 
factor of the bus stop, the travel time function will be given by 
KPST (v z) 
ta(v,z)= b'e ' , a = (ti(b),M(b)),bene,£eL, (41) 
e\sb) 
Finally, the travel times of the links on the pedestrian network will be assumed 
constant, i.e., ta (v, z)=t?a,a = (i, j), i e No, j e No-
5 The conceptual model expressed as a mathematical programming problem 
With the definitions of Sect. 4.4, the total travel time spent by all passengers will be 
simply expressed as 
Total travel time= /^^vata{v,z), 
aeA 
and the objective function of the design model will consist of economical costs for 
fleet recruiting and service assignment plus the economical cost of the passengers 
total travel time using an estimation 0 of the social cost of time (for instance, in 
€/min). In addition, the following definitions related to the link travel times defined 
in Sect. 4.4 will be given for convenience: 
Jhk^T «a = (.i,j),ieNG,j^NG ( 4 2 ) 
ta(v,z) otherwise 
With these definitions, the total travel time on a network given by Y^asA vafa (v, z) 
will be expressed in terms of link travel times Ta in (42) and the total waiting times 
of passengers at bus stop ffl in (35) as follows: 
^2vata(v, z) = ^2vaTa(v, z) + ^2 XI Sa(t,b)(v,z) (43) 
aeA aeA £eL belli 
Another component to be considered to definitively outline the setting of services 
is the passenger assignment to bus lines. An aspect directly related to this component 
is to provide information to users of the bridging system about the routes or lines that 
are most convenient for them to reach their destination. The assignment of services 
is conditioned by the assignment of passengers to bus lines and, for a given origin 
destination pair co e W, an assignment of gm passengers may split this amount into 
several routes on the expanded transit network. This splitting of origin destination 
flows may be very difficult to implement in a realistic situation. In this model, it will 
be assumed that all the demand for an origin-destination is assigned to a single route 
on the expanded transit network, thereby providing the solution that is easier to put 
into practice from the perspective of the information to be provided to passengers. 
The following model, MO, provides, as basic results, the number of bus units to 
be assigned to a bus a line along with the total number of services to be carried out 
by these units, taking into account the modeling of congestion described in previous 
Sect. 4. In addition, because of the information requirements to the passengers of the 
bridging system, the solutions of the model must be based on the use by the passen-
gers of unique routes, for each origin destination pair. Toward this end, additional 
constraints Rl and R2 in model MO are added to enforce this condition on passenger 
flows on the expanded transit network. 
[Model MO] Min V ( ? V + y V ) + 9 y V r a ( u , z ) + 9 V V Sa(e,b)(v, z) 
n,z,v,r,k z—' z—' z—' z—' leL aeA leL bent 
Al S.t.: ^ n l < p 
A2 Hene>zeCe(v,z), leL 
A3 0<ze <Xef-H, 
f H 
A4 zi>X , £eL 
"max 
Bl v eV 
Rl J2 xa < !> ieN,coeW 
a€E(i) 
R2 < < Mx%, aeA,coeW 
Qbl J ] z € - ^ ( , ; ' z ) ' be^G 
t&Lb 
Q p l ^ + Vx(a) < CZl 
Qp2 V a » , z ) < - Npbax 
Vb 
a = a(i, b), b e IJi, £ e L m Qpl, Qp2 
Var . Def. ne > 0, neeZ,£eL 
zeeZ, A £ e ( 0 , l ) , l e L 
r^ e {0,1}, a e E(i), ieN,coeW 
(44) 
The constraints in previous model MO have been derived in previous subsections 
and will be explained briefly here. Constraints Al and A2 (see formulas (11) and 
(24)) relate the availability of bus units, their assignment to bus lines and the number 
of services that the fleet assigned to a line must perform on that line. Constraints A3 
and A4 are derived in Sect. 4.1.4 (see formula (29)), and their purpose is that, if one 
or more bus units are assigned to a line, then frequencies on that line must be within 
the interval [H/hmia, / ] . The feasibility of passenger flows according to demands 
on the expanded graph is expressed by constraint Bl (see formula (10)). Constraint 
Qbl, as derived in Sect. 4.1.3 (see formula (28)), is a limitation on the total input flow 
that a bus stop is able to admit in order not to (a) surpass the ratio of services that 
bus service time permits, (b) produce spillback according to the permitted space for 
bus queue lengths or (c) blocking between buses having finished passenger service 
and ready to depart from their berths and those buses queueing for entering to the 
external traffic flow. Constraint Qpl expresses the limitation imposed by the overall 
line capacity czl and passenger flow on that line at a station. Finally, constraint Qp2, 
as derived in Sect. 4.3 (see formula (4.3)), has the purpose of limiting the queue length 
of passengers waiting at a bus stop according to the space available there. The routing 
constraints Rl and R2 enforce that only one exiting link from a node i e N in the 
expanded transit network can be used for routing passengers of an origin-destination 
pair co e W. The constant M in constraint R2 is a number verifying M > Y^msw Sa>-
A closed form for functions i;a(v, z) providing the total passenger queueing time 
at bus stops is not known and their values have been obtained by simulation and by 
solving numerically bulk-service queueing models (see Appendix). In addition, the 
second summation in the objective function is not composed of convex and differ-
entiable functions in (v, z) in the general case, and that the functions in constraints 
A2 are non-convex and non-differentiable as well. The same applies to the family of 
constraints Qbl, which actually splits into three families of constraints as expressed 
in (28) also resulting in non-convexities. 
A remarkable feature of this model is that it enables the detection of bottlenecks 
that limit the capacity of the bridging system. This allows for the determination of 
which bus stops are operating at their maximum number of bus services, the maxi-
mum number of buses that will queue at a bus stop, their average queueing time and 
the maximum number of passengers who are expected to remain waiting at a bus stop. 
The model also evaluates the passenger service times required at bus stops for each 
of the lines operating on them, and the average passenger queueing time at bus stops 
based on a bulk-service queueing model that assumes a fixed coefficient of variation 
for the interarrival times of buses (headways). 
A possible extension of model MO for setting frequencies in metro lines is now 
briefly discussed. In this case, no queueing of units at stations would take place 
(w°b{-) = 0), no waiting systemLl exists (w^(-) = 0) and constraint Qbl would be re-
duced to a modified version of constraint (27), with sb = l. The efficiency factor e(s) 
for stations would be 1 in all expressions. Other components of the model that would 
require modification include the passenger service time formulas in Sect. 4.1.1. Par-
ticularly, in this case, formula (15) for parallel access/egress of passengers should 
be substituted by serial formulas (see, for instance Guenthner and Sinha 1983; 
Fernandez and Tayler 2005; Jaiswal et al. 2008; Fernandez 2011). In this context, 
however, the inclusion in the model of modal split relationships would be required. 
Section 6 develops an approximation for functions fa(t>, z), i.e., the total waiting 
times at bus stops, which permits the use of the numerical solutions obtained for 
bulk-service queues. 
6 Approximating total waiting time of passengers at bus stops 
Model M0 is a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem, formulated more as 
a working framework than as an operating mathematical model because no closed 
forms are known for functions t,a (v, z). Nonlinearities, both in continuous and in in-
teger variables, make this model very difficult to solve. In addition, functions for 
queueing delays both for passengers and buses at stops are complex, and, in the 
case of queueing of passengers, there are not closed-form expressions as discussed in 
Appendix. 
To devise a computationally feasible procedure for finding approximations to 
model M0, the waiting time w®(v, z) of buses at stops will be approximated using 
Allen-Cunneen's formula in Allen (1998) and an approximation of the total waiting 
time of passengers at bus stops, fa(u,z), is required in closed form. An approxi-
mated formulation in closed form that is suitable for the purposes of dealing with 
these delays in a mathematical programming program is developed in the following 
subsection. 
In Sect. 4.2 it has been shown that the total waiting time ffl spent by passengers at 
a queue a =a(l, b) is of the form $a(v, z) = vaPa(z)%a(Qa(v, z)), where Pa(z) is of 
the form (33), and function ffl is defined in (30). The following assumption will be 
supposed to hold for function £«(•)• Because we will now focus on a generic boarding 
queue a = a(l, b), for ease of reading, subscript a will be omitted in this section. 
Assumption Function f (•) is non-decreasing and convex in [0,1] and verifies 
(a) f (0) = 1 and (b) l im e^i f (Q) = oo. 
We will focus our attention on function <f>(va, vx), which has as arguments board-
ing flow va and on-fhe-bus flow vx. 
<P(va,vx) = vat;(^-\ (45) 
\n -vxJ 
Clearly, <f> is the mean overall waiting time for passengers willing to board on buses 
of a given line at a stop per period of service. Under these conditions, it is shown in 
the next proposition that function <f> is convex in (va, vx) and that, accordingly, it can 
be approximated by a finite set of cutting planes to the surface (4>(va, vx),va,vx) 
in W?; thus, it can easily be incorporated into an optimization model. 
Proposition If function f (•) verifies previous assumption then, function <f> is convex 
on the set B = {(va, vx) e$i2 \va + vx <rj,va > 0, vx > 0}. 
Proof f' will stand for -f- and f" will stand for j - f • The Hessian of function <f> in 
(45) is then 
\dvadvxJ r]-vx \Q Q ) 
with eigenvalues A.i = 0, A.2 = (1 + Q2){Q%" + 2f')(»? — vx)~l. Thus, the previous 
Hessian is positive semidefinite on B (or equivalently =^ Q < 1) because Q%" + 2f' > 
0 by the convexity of f. • 
In addition to the previous proposition, we can easily check that the surface 
(<(>(va, vx),va,vx) e 3t3 can be obtained using straight segments leaning on the point 
(0, 0, rf) e 3t3 and sliding on the curve (vai;(^), va, 0), as shown in Fig. 4. 
An approximation can be made to <f> on B = {(va, vx) e 3t2 | va + vx < r], 
va > 0, vx > 0} (=>• Q < 1) using its values and gradients at a set S of n<p points: 
S = {(vik, 0) e 3t2 | vf e [0, rj[, 0 < k < n^ - 1} (47) 
Fig. 4 Representing total delay 
per service period <p as a 
function of flows (va, vx) 
/ - --
/ 
{ (V„ ,V*) I Va + Vx s tl, Va,V* & 0} 
If # = 0(u<*, 0), 4>(a = Vva<P(v{ak, 0), $ = Vyjivf, 0) with («<*, 0) e 5, then 
an approximation of </> on B can be made with the convex function f: 
f(va, vx) = max {0(* + $ (va - vf) + fakvx} 
0<k<n,p — l 
(48) 
more explicitly 
f{va,vx)= max { ^ ( a ) + ( f ( a ) + a f W ) ( ^ - ^ ) + e | f ' ( a K } (49) 
0<£<«<A — 1 
where a = ^- . If «« = rjk/(n,p — 1), fc = 0,1, 2 , . . . , n<p — 1, then it follows that 
Qk = k(n<p -l)~1,k = 0,l,2,...,n<p-l. 
6.1 Application of this approximation to model M0 
In the model, the total alighting capacity for a number of z services will be given by 
r] = cze, where c is the average maximum capacity of a bus, and zl is the number 
of services received at the bus stop during the period of h minutes. For a link a = 
a(l,b),beLb,leL 
V^iQk) + (£fot) + QkZ'(Qk))(va ~ vf) + Q&'(Qk)vx 
= -Qk^'(Qk)v(a + (f (a) + af ' (a)H + eft ' ( aK 
= -eft '(a)cz€ + QI%'(QIC)VX + (f (a) + af ' (a)H 
= - ^ V + ft«i + n « a ( 0 < ^ < ^ - i ) (50) 
Thus, fa(t>, z), as defined in (35), can be approximated as follows: 
Sa(v,Z) = Pa{ze)<p(va, Vx) « P a (z*)V(" a , Vx) 
Pa (ze) max {-cj3kze + J3kvx + ykva} (51) 
Accordingly, if a new variable representing the total waiting time ffl of passengers 
queueing at a stop b for line £ is used, then the following constraints can be included 
in the mathematical programming formulation of design model MO: 
Pa {Ze) {~cPkZe + PkVx + YkVa) <Ka, 0 < k < n<p - 1 (52) 
or, equivalently, 
t 
Pa,kVx(a) + Ya,kVa < \ + Cl J5a,kZl, 
"a\Z ) 
a = a(£,b),benl,£eL,0<k<n4>-l (53) 
Coefficients p~a,k, Ya,k in the previous constraints are then 
Pa,k = Qa,k^'(Qa,k), 
Ya,k = %(Qa,k) + Qa,k^ fez, it) 
a = a(£,b),bene,£eL,0<k<n(p-l (54) 
7 An approximated model Ml and a heuristic to solve it 
Modeling passenger waiting times at stops b e NG with the approximation provided 
by constraints (53) and using variables i;a(e,b), model MO can be approximated by the 
following model M1: 
[Model M1] Min V ( ? V + y V ) i e V » J f l ( » , z) + 0 V V Ka{ifi) 
leL aeA leLbent 
s.t.: constraints Al to A4, Bl, Rl, R2, Qbl in model MO 
Qpl va+vx(a)<cze 
Q P 2 i><-;vr 
QP3 Pa,kVx(a) + Ya,kVa < D " e + C Pa,kZ , 0 < k < n<p - 1 
Pa(zl) 
Qp4 Ka > 0 
a = a{£, b), b e lit, £ e L in Qpl to Qp4 
(55) 
In addition to the nonlinearities and non-convexities of model MO described in 
Sect. 5, the approximation of functions t;a(v,z) using constraints Qp3 (also non-
linear and non-convex) and Qp4 and variables ffl, add further difficulty in finding 
global minimal solutions. Thus, to find a computationally workable method for find-
ing solutions for model M1, a specific heuristic method has been developed. To de-
scribe this heuristic method, model M2, below, must be considered. This model is a 
mixed-integer linear programming problem, that comes from partially freezing the 
nonlinearities of model M1 and setting proper values for functions Q(-, •), Ta(-, •), 
Pa(-'), Zb(-, •), which provide, respectively, the line cycle lengths, the travel times on 
links, the uncongested average waiting time per passenger and per service and the 
maximum number of services that a bus stop is able to dispatch. 
With next model, M2, the algorithm described below searches heuristically for a 
solution to model M1 using a fixed-point iteration based on the method of successive 
averages (MSA). In the algorithm below, function Zb(-, •) used in (58) is defined by 
Zb(a,P) = Hmini n/C „s,-^—r], b e NG (56) 
rp(a + pY n^w1 
Model 
b > 
Min £ ( ? V + KV) + ^ f l f f l + e £ £>(,,,) 
•mT,z,p,cy » . w , * , f ^ v ^ ^Lb% 
s.t.: constraints Al, A3, A4, Bl, Rl, R2 in model MO 
A2 Hene>zeCe, leL 
Qbl ^ z l <Zb, be NG 
t&Lb 
Qpl va + vx(a)<cze 
QP2 J: Ka < -Nr 
t 
Qp3' J3a,kVx(a) + Ya,kVa <-=-+ ceJ3a,kze, 0<k<nj,-
Qp4 Ka > 0 
a = a(l,b),bene,l eL 
in Qpl, Qp2, Qp3' andQp4 
(57) 
Heuristic algorithm for model M1 
0. (a) Determine initially suitable values for the number of services and an initial 
value for the uncongested waiting time per passenger and service Pa , at a bus 
stop. Also set the initial line cycle lengths C\ for each line, the default bus 
service time at stops Kb , and the initial values for bus queueing times at stops 
wb , b e No, SO that an initial value for the maximum number of services 
allowable at a stop Zb can be evaluated using function Zb{-, •) defined in (56), 
i.e., Zb = Zb(Kb ,wb ). In addition, determine suitable link travel times r j 
accordingly, 
(b) Solve model M2 for parameters (f(0, Z (0, P ( 0 , C(0) to obtain flows and the 
number of services ( i / \ z^1). Set v = 0 
At iteration v + 1: 
1. Obtain new values for the bus service time Kb , the queueing time of buses at 
stops, wh , and the maximum number of services allowed at each stop Zb 
by an MSA step using av = l/(v + 2): 
4 v + 1 =4 v
 + av(^(«(v+1,z(v+1)-4V) 
u ,^ v + 1 = w°b
{v
 + av(w°b(v^\ z(v+l) - w°b{v) 
beNG (58) 
Update line cycles Q v + = Q( i / v + 1 , z ( v + 1 ) ,£ e L, uncongested waiting time 
per passenger and per service at stop, PJV+ = Pa{z^v+l), and link travel times 
f(v+l as follows: 
' f}v+1 = f° + w\ +
 KbMv+\ z (v+1) + «# ( v + 1 , if a = Udb), j't(b')), 
leL,b,b'ene 
f}v+1 = r f l(i /v + 1 , z (v+1) otherwise 
(59) 
2. Solve model M2 for parameters (f(v+1, Z(v+1, P(v+1, C(v+1) and obtain flows 
v(v+2 an (j n u m ] - ) e r 0f services z^v+2. Let v «- v + 1 and return to step 1. 
The algorithm stops when, at a predetermined number r of consecutive iterations, 
the number of services assigned to bus lines does not change (z^v+1 = • • • = z(v+r) 
and when, during these r iterations, flows v and total delays f have little fluctuation 
(\\v(v+s+l - v(v+s\\2 < ev and \\^v+s+l - $(v+s\\2 < eK, s = 1,2,..., r - 1). In the 
computational tests shown in Sect. 8, a restart of the MSA step is made every five or 
ten iterations. 
8 Computational tests 
To illustrate the model's performance and the proposed heuristic method for solving 
it, two test cases have been used. 
The first case is a set of 20 candidate bus lines operating on six bus stops for a 
bridging system to assist after the disruption of a railway corridor in Madrid, com-
posed of four railway stations. The expanded bus network, as defined in Sect. 3, 
consists of 118 nodes and 240 links, four centroids that correspond with the physical 
location of disrupted railway stations and 12 origin-destination pairs. The origin-
destination trip table, with more than 37.000 passengers in a three-hour peak period, 
for Madrid's corridor, appears in Table 1 and was provided by railway authorities. 
The second test network is a set of 48 candidate bus lines operating on 17 bus stops 
for a bus-bridging system assisting after a disruption of the line 1 metro network 
in Barcelona (from stations Plaaa d'Espanya to Clot). This expanded bus network 
consists of 310 nodes and 640 links, 10 centroids (corresponding to the disrupted 
metro stations) and 88 origin-destination pairs. The origin-destination trip table for 
Barcelona's line 1 has been estimated at a total of 37.992 trips, also over a period of 
three hours, and it is not shown for the sake of brevity. Figures 5 and 6 show, in the 
upper part, a schema of the streets on which the bus-bridging systems will operate 
Table 1 The origin-destination trip matrix (station-to-station) during period H = 180 minutes for 
Madrid's railway corridor. The last row and column are the average rates of arrivals and departures per 
minute at stations 
At 
Re 
NM 
Ch 
Total Dest. 
pax/min 
At 
0 
170 
4.386 
2.504 
7.060 
39.22 
Re 
2.011 
0 
150 
150 
2.311 
12.84 
NM 
22.097 
3.066 
0 
2.438 
27.601 
153.34 
Ch 
368 
230 
170 
0 
768 
4.26 
Total Or. 
24.476 
3.466 
4.706 
5.092 
37.740 
-
pax/min 
135.98 
19.25 
26.14 
28.28 
-
-
-©-
RECOLETOS NUEVOS 
MINISTEftlOS CHA MARTIN 
Re1 
ReO NM0 
Fig. 5 (Top) A schematic representation of Paseo de la Castellana's layout in Madrid where the bus-bridg-
ing system must operate during a representation of the four disrupted railway stations. (Bottom) A repre-
sentation of the subgraph (NQ, AQ) for movements of passengers outside the bus-bridging lines. Bus 
stops at Recoletos and Nuevos Ministerios have been mirrored on both sides of the Paseo de la Castellana. 
Disrupted railway stations appear as nodes marked with a cross, which in this model are also considered 
as possible bus stops 
in both test cases. Figure 5 depicts a schematic representation of Paseo de la Castel-
lana's layout in Madrid, where the bus-bridging system is intended to operate, and 
Fig. 6 shows a schema of the main arterials where the bus-bridging system may op-
erate in Barcelona (Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes, Av. Meridiana, as well as some 
minor streets). Both expanded bus networks contain a set of links AQ (as defined 
in (1)) for the movement of passengers carried out outside the bus network (access 
from disrupted stations to bus stops, transfers between bus lines, portions of the trip 
carried out on foot). This set of links AQ is depicted at the bottom of Figs. 5 and 6. 
In both test networks, (a) bus units with a capacity of 100 passengers has been as-
sumed; (b) the time period under consideration is a morning peak period of H = 180 
minutes; (c) the value of time 6 has been assumed to be 0.081 €/min; and (d) the dis-
tances between bus stops have been realistically estimated, and it has been assumed 
that appropriate bus lanes exist to keep buses running at an average speed of 26 km/h 
between bus stops. 
Ro1 Ur1 PU1 p C 1 p Q 1 AT1 PG1 
RoO UrO puo PCO PQO ATO MaO PGO CI 
Fig. 6 (Top) A schematic representation of main arterials in Barcelona where the bus-bridging system 
must operate during a disruption of metro line 1. (Bottom) A representation of the subgraph (NQ, AQ) for 
the movements of passengers outside the bus-bridging lines. Excluding Placa d'Espanya and Clot, all other 
bus stations have been mirrored on both sides of the arterials. Disrupted metro stations appear as nodes 
marked with a cross 
Table 2 The results for the auxiliary bus system for Barcelona's metro line 1 (a) when all passengers 
for an origin-destination pair are forced to follow a single route and (b) when passengers of an origin-
destination pair are allowed to board on the auxiliary system at different bus stops, choosing there a unique 
bus line, which may depend on the passenger's origin-destination pair 
a 
a 
a 
b 
b 
b 
c 
n 
0.5 
1.0 
1.3 
0.5 
1.0 
1.3 
1.3 
Dem 
trips. 
18.996 
37.992 
49.130 
18.996 
37.992 
49.130 
49.130 
UnCov. 
29% 
52% 
67% 
22.7% 
46.5% 
65% 
51.5% 
Tcpu 
(s) 
929 
1.958 
3.366 
797 
1.144 
681 
183 
#iter 
140 
151 
251 
150 
180 
140 
31 
AvT 
(min) 
27 
34.9 
37.3 
27 
34.8 
37.1 
35.2 
% Walk 
56% 
76% 
83.4% 
56.2% 
73.4% 
82.4% 
76.5% 
V 
(km/h) 
6.9 
5.5 
5.1 
6.9 
5.4 
5.1 
7.2 
/* 
(€) 
41.552 
107.290 
149.190 
41.546 
106.840 
148.420 
140.880 
/ ( 0 
(€ ) 
74.213 
135.380 
175.230 
74.213 
135.380 
180.280 
180.680 
The runs shown in this section for both test cases assume that the exploitation 
and setting costs of the bus-bridging system are nearly zero; thus, the objective of 
minimization is the total travel time of passengers. 
Tables 2 and 3 show the main results. The heuristic algorithm has been imple-
mented in AMPL, using CPLEX 11.0 as the solver. Runs shown in the previously 
mentioned tables have been performed on a 1.2 GHz laptop, 2 Gb RAM. To deter-
mine how the increase in the level of demand congests the bus network and affects 
the performance of the heuristic algorithm, several runs have been performed with 
the original origin-destination trip matrix shown in Table 1, with each cell multiplied 
Table 3 The results for the auxiliary bus system for Madrid's railway corridor (a) when all passengers 
for an origin-destination pair are forced to follow a single route and (b) when passengers of an origin-
destination pair are allowed to board on the auxiliary system at different bus stops, choosing there a unique 
bus line, which may depend on the passenger's origin-destination pair 
Run 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
a 
a 
a 
b 
b 
b 
n 
0.5 
1.0 
1.3 
0.5 
1.0 
1.3 
Dem 
trips. 
18.870 
37.740 
49.062 
18.870 
37.740 
49.062 
UnCov. 
14.3% 
72.8% 
72.8% 
14.3% 
14.3% 
14.3% 
Tcpu 
(s) 
-6.8 
-8 .5 
-8 .6 
-5 .5 
- 9 
-9 .5 
#iter 
51 
37 
42 
14 
21 
23 
AvT 
(min) 
25.3 
54.3 
59.5 
25 
41.7 
46.3 
% Walk 
40% 
92.1% 
91.8% 
40% 
63.8% 
71.7% 
V 
(km/h) 
12 
7.1 
5.5 
12 
7.8 
5.5 
/* 
(€ ) 
38.741 
181.140 
236.270 
38.741 
127.350 
184.170 
/ ( 0 
(€ ) 
70.521 
181.230 
238.250 
70.521 
168.520 
239.360 
by a common factor r\. Thus, r\ = 1.3 implies that all cells of the matrix have been 
increased by 30%, and x\ = 1 implies that the original trip table is being used. Column 
Dem shows the total resulting trips. Column UnCov reports the percentage of the trips 
that have not been performed on the auxiliary bus system. Column Tcpu reports the 
total number of elapsed seconds for the run and column #iter, the total number of it-
erations required by the heuristic algorithm described in Sect. 7 to converge. Column 
AvT reports the average trip time in minutes for the mass of passengers, and column 
v reports their average speed. This speed is calculated as the total time required to 
go from origin to destination divided by the shortest distance that travelers would use 
by walking. Column %Walk reports the percentage of the total time used by passen-
gers to reach their corresponding bus stops, transfer between bus stops or walk all 
the way from origin to destination. Finally, columns / * and f° report the final ob-
jective function values in € reached by the heuristic method and the initial objective 
function value at the starting solution, respectively. 
In both tables, runs marked with 'a' correspond to solutions of the model M0 
where a single route is imposed on passengers of a given origin-destination pair on 
the expanded transit network, as stated in constraints Rl and R2. The results show 
that, as the level of demand increases, these routes become more and more congested, 
making travel by walking more attractive for a given origin-destination pair. This 
occurs particularly with those origin-destination pairs with a large number of trips. 
For runs marked with 'b' and also marked with 'c' in Table 2, passengers of a given 
origin-destination pair may ride a bus at different bus stops, but at any bus stop that 
they reach, they wait for a determined bus line without following a behavior based 
on strategies. In this last case, the performance of the bus-bridging system is slightly 
enhanced. 
In all of the runs shown, the bottlenecks appear in the space of bus stops allotted 
for bus queues, which impose by means of constraints Qbl in model M0, a limitation 
on the input flow of buses that the bus stop may admit. In the auxiliary bus system for 
Madrid's corridor, forcing a unique route for all passengers of an origin-destination 
pair or allowing them to choose more than one bus stop substantially affects the per-
formance of the solutions, because of the big flow from Atocha (At) to Nuevos Min-
isterios (NM), which cannot be allocated by a single bus line during the period of 3 
hours for ri = 1.0 and x\ = 1.3. 
In the auxiliary bus system for Barcelona's metro (line 1), runs 3 and 6 (Table 2) 
performed with an extra 30% of demand. Under these conditions, bus stops at Placa 
d'Espanya (PE) and Arc de Triomf (AT1) supported the maximum input flow of buses 
that the available queueing space of these stations allow (a greater flow would result 
in overflowing of the queueing space). 
To illustrate how the model is able to detect different types of bottleneck in the 
system, Tables 4 to 7 show the operational parameters provided by the model results 
for runs 6 and 7 of Barcelona's network. Run 7 corresponds to identical demand 
levels and routing conditions as compared to run 6, but for a configuration in which 
the queueing space at bus stations PE and AT1 has been increased by two extra units. 
For run 6, three out of the 48 candidate lines have been assigned a positive number of 
services. These lines appear listed in Table 4 (lines L11ES, L1 S3, L5ES). For run 7, an 
additional line, L1 ES, has been added to the set of lines already selected in run 6. In 
both runs, all lines are point-to-point lines, i.e., with no intermediate stops. In Tables 4 
and 6, column P3(a), after column from (to), denotes the average queueing time of 
passengers until they ride a bus of line I on that station (time P3(a), as described in 
Sect. 2). Columns Occ+ and Occ- denote the ratio of passenger flow to line passenger 
capacity (cap^) in the direction from to to and in the opposite direction, respectively. 
Column K^e (i<bi) denotes the specific bus service time for line i at bus stop from 
(to), according to formula (16). A value for maneuvering times icjf = 0.56 min has 
been adopted. Values in (15) for single door boarding g+(l) = 1.8 s/pax and two-
rear-door-alighting g~(2) = 0.5 s/pax have been used in all the runs, taking into 
account 5 additional seconds for the closing/opening of doors. zl denotes the total 
number of services carried out by the nl vehicles assigned to line i during the time 
horizon. Cl denotes the cycle length, and head, denotes the average time between 
bus arrivals at a stop of the line, or line headway. In Tables 5 and 7, characteristics 
and operational resulting parameters are shown for stations of the selected bus lines. 
Columns sb, C° and e{sb) show the number of boarding platforms, the maximum 
number of buses allowed in the station (in boarding platforms + queueuing) and the 
efficiency factor for the station, respectively. Columns LOoc, Cap and flow denote the 
peak occupation of the station in number of bus units, the maximum input flow of 
buses per hour allowed by the station and the actual input flow of buses, respectively. 
Columns w® and Kb denote the average queueing time of buses and the average bus 
service time at the station. Finally, column PaxOc denotes the peak occupation of 
waiting passengers at the station. 
Analyzing Tables 4 and 5 for run 6, the capacity (Cap) of stations PE and AT1 was 
the source of a bottleneck that did not allow for additional bus lines. The capacity 
could not be higher because the peak occupancy LOoc was at its maximum level at 
these stations. All other stations still had the capacity to allocate a higher bus input 
flow. Although it is not reported in the tables, it must be also remarked that bus 
service time (composed of by times V3bl, V3c and V3b2 described in Sect. 2) has 
not appeared as a limitation for the input flow of buses that a bus stop may admit. 
In all runs, the number of passengers that a bus station may accommodate who are 
queuing for his/her bus to arrive has been shown to be sufficient. A default average 
Table 4 The model results of run 6 for the auxiliary bus system for Barcelona, and the resulting bus line 
parameters for the selected bridging lines with a positive number of services 
i.85 
:.06 
i.65 
75.83 
23.08 
70.82 
CI01 
Ma1 
AT1 
6.72 
3.49 
6.59 
4.48 
4.93 
4.06 
80.32 
60.64 
81.23 
42 8 
49 5 
44 7 
33.88 
16.12 
25.80 
4.28 
3.67 
4.09 
1400 
1633 
1467 
Bus from P3(a) K£^ Occ+ to P3(a) Kb ^ Occ- z n Ci head, cap^ 
line ^ (min) (min) (%) (min) (min) (%) # # (min) (min) (p/h) 
L11ES PE 5.89 
L1S3 AT1 2.41 
L5ES PE 4.63 
Table 5 The model results of run 6 for the auxiliary bus system for Barcelona, and the bus stop charac-
teristics and their resulting operational parameters as output of the model 
Bus 
S topb 
AT1 
CI01 
Ma1 
PE 
# 
5 
6 
8 
5 
# 
6 
7 
9 
6 
LOoc 
# 
5.99 
3.13 
4.81 
5.95 
PaxOc 
# 
438 
378 
173 
554 
e(sb) 
0.76 
0.68 
0.50 
0.76 
Cap 
(bus/h) 
45.1 
31.3 
56.8 
28.9 
flow 
(bus/h) 
45.0 
14.0 
30.3 
28.7 
< 
(min) 
0.35 
~ 0 
~ 0 
0.40 
(min) 
2.31 
4.48 
3.17 
3.74 
Table 6 Model results of run 7 for the auxiliary bus system for Barcelona. Bus line resulting operational 
parameters for the selected bridging lines with positive number of services 
Bus from P3(a) K^ OCC+ to P3(a) K^
 s Occ- z?~ n1- Ci head, cap^ 
line ^ (min) (niin) (%) (min) (niin) (%) # # (min) (min) (p/h) 
L11ES PE 4.44 3.59 69.20 CI01 6.51 
L1S3 AT1 2.83 2.45 40.50 Ma1 3.14 
L5ES PE 3.06 2.89 51.57 AT1 6.35 
LIES PE 4.17 2.90 51.90 PC0 6.33 
Table 7 Model results of run 7 for the auxiliary bus system for Barcelona. Bus stop characteristics and 
their resulting operational parameters as output of the model 
4.52 
4.93 
4.06 
3.42 
81.23 
60.64 
81.23 
71.90 
46 
62 
48 
31 
9 
6 
7 
4 
33.93 
16.79 
25.58 
22.59 
3.91 
2.90 
3.75 
5.80 
1533 
2066 
1600 
1033 
Bus 
S topb 
AT1 
CI01 
Ma1 
PC0 
PE 
# 
5 
6 
8 
4 
5 
# 
8 
7 
9 
5 
8 
LOoc 
# 
7.96 
3.46 
5.95 
2.84 
7.96 
PaxOc 
# 
513 
406 
197 
235 
474 
e(sb) 
0.76 
0.68 
0.50 
0.82 
0.76 
Cap 
(bus/h) 
52.3 
31.0 
54.5 
73.3 
41.9 
flow 
(bus/h) 
52.0 
15.3 
36.0 
41.7 
41.7 
< 
(min) 
0.62 
~ 0 
~ 0 
~ 0 
0.67 
Kb 
(min) 
2.44 
4.52 
3.30 
1.36 
3.15 
value of 20 seconds has been assumed for staying time w\ at space LI with capacity 
for one bus unit at all bus stops. These values have been shown to be adequate to 
produce an average occupation of space LI shorter than 1, and, thus, no blocking has 
appeared. When changing the configuration of stations PE and AT1 allowing them 
a greater capacity in run 7, a new line is able to operate and more services may be 
allocated to the previous lines. Other changes in the configurations of stations PE 
and AT1 leading to an increase of their capacity, such as, increasing the number of 
boarding platforms, would have produced similar results. 
Comparing the results for runs 6 and 7, the main conclusions are as follows: 
(a) The increase in the number of queueing spaces at stations PE and ATI has global 
effects on the whole system and not only on the local performance of these sta-
tions. This change in the configuration allows for a moderate enhancement of the 
system because it permits more passengers to be transported by bus with better 
average traveling times. 
(b) However, this is possible at the cost of increasing the following local magnitudes: 
the average queueing time of buses at bus stops {uPb) and bus service times (Kb). 
Although they are not reported here, similar comparisons altering the capacity of 
the bus stops have also been made in the Madrid test case, with analogous results 
and the same conclusions. Finally, the level of congestion has a serious impact on the 
performance of the heuristic algorithm on these test cases. 
9 Conclusions and further research 
In this paper, a general model for setting frequencies on a set of transit lines that must 
operate under congested conditions has been developed, and it has been adapted to be 
used for setting the operating frequencies of a predetermined set of bus lines bridging 
a set of disrupted stations of a rapid transit or metro system. The model can be con-
sidered static and takes into account the average passenger flows over a given period, 
and considers the main factors intervening in the congestion of bus lines. The model 
provides as basic output the number of bus units to be assigned to each candidate 
bus line and the operating frequencies of these units. It also enables the detection 
of bottlenecks that may be present in the operation of the selected lines in terms of 
which bus stops operate at maximum number of bus services, the maximum number 
of buses able to queue at a bus stop and the maximum number of passengers who 
can be accommodated waiting at the bus stop. The model also provides an estimation 
of the average queueing time of buses waiting during the boarding/alighting of pas-
sengers, passenger service times required at bus-stops for each of the lines operating 
on them and the average queueing time of passengers at bus stops waiting for bus 
arrivals based on a bulk-service-type queueing model that assumes a fixed coefficient 
of variation for the interarrival times of buses (headways). The model has been run on 
two realistic test cases: a bus-bridging system for a railway corridor in Madrid with 
four rail stations and a bus bridging system for a segment of a metro line in Barcelona 
made up of ten metro stations. In this paper, the performance of the model on these 
two test cases is illustrated under different levels of demand. In addition, for one of 
the test cases, the identification of the bottleneck points of the bus-bridging system 
is completed, and a detailed comparison of the resulting operational parameters is 
reported under different configurations of the bus stations. 
The model is formulated in mixed-integer nonlinear programming, and it is solved 
using an ad hoc developed heuristic method, that allows solutions to be obtained 
within reasonable computational times; the performance of this heuristic and the va-
lidity of the solutions is shown in the previously described test cases. With small 
modifications, the presented model can be considered for setting frequencies on tran-
sit systems other than bus- bridging lines. In addition, the computational times ob-
tained permit consideration of the model for use in solving larger instances than those 
presented. The exploration of other algorithmic alternatives is being considered by the 
authors in a forthcoming paper. 
The assignment of passengers to bus lines is assumed to follow a pattern based 
on a single route on the expanded transit network for each origin destination pair 
because this provides an easy way to provide information to passengers willing to use 
the bridging system. Because the level of congestion on these systems must be high, 
the future lines of research being considered by the authors include the possibility 
of incorporating within a bus-bridging model the use of a congested-strategy-based 
passenger transit assignment similar to that described in Cepeda et al. (2006). 
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Appendix: A simple comparison of bulk service type queues and M/M/s 
queues for bus stops 
In this appendix, discrepancies are shown between the application of M/M/s queue-
ing models and a bulk-service model evaluated by simulation that accurately repro-
duces the congestion effects on a bus stop served by a single bus line. 
A steady-state queueing model M/M/l for the average waiting time <p(p) of pas-
sengers at the bus stop queue as a function of the loading factor p of the bus stop 
following TCRP Web Document 6 (1999), would be as follows: 
E[h] ( Var[A]\ p 
The first term in (60) is the average waiting time per passenger at the bus stop 
resulting from bus headway characteristics of dispersion reflected in the coefficient 
of variation Nwl/2[K\/E[K\. If only this term applied, then implicitly, all passengers 
present at the bus stop could ride on the arriving bus, and no passenger would wait 
for a second bus (or third bus,. . .). The second term is the contribution to the average 
queueing time per passenger of those passengers that cannot be served by the first-
arriving bus. This second term depends on the load factor p and also on the rate 
of service /x. Under an exponentially distributed headway, then the first term would 
reduce to E[h], as Var1/2[/z]/ii[/z] = 1 and that \x = c/E[h], with c as the average 
passenger capacity of buses arriving at the bus stop. Assume now that c is not random 
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Fig. 7 A comparison between the average waiting times per passenger at the bus stop for bus arrivals with 
exponentially distributed headway for a period of 3 hours and the average waiting times for the M/M/l 
queueing model. The capacity of arriving buses was assumed to be constant 
and that c = 30 pax and that E[h] = 90 seconds so that the total alighting capacity of 
the line servicing the bus stop is 1200 pax/h. 
To illustrate this comparison, a simulation model was developed in order to eval-
uate the average waiting time per passenger during a finite period of service H. The 
arrival of passengers at the stop was assumed to be Poissonian, and strict FIFO dis-
cipline of passengers was assumed to be observed. It was assumed that buses were 
empty on arrival and that the dwell time model at the stop was deterministic without 
holding. The probability distribution for headways could be chosen among several 
options. Figure 7 shows the simulation results for headways exponentially distributed 
and finite H = 180 minutes, (120 bus arrivals). These results appear as a scatterplot in 
which each point is a simulation shot. A point's x-coordinate is the resulting loading 
factor of the bus stop, and its y-coordinate is the waiting time in minutes. Function 
<PM/M/I(P) appears overlapped on the scatterplot, showing clearly that serious dis-
crepancies of both models appear for p > 0.6, i.e., under high congestion, and that 
the M/M/l model strongly underestimates passenger waiting times. In addition, the 
scatter of points presents a heavy dispersion as long as the load factor approaches 1. 
This dispersion is the result of the moderate but realistic horizon length H chosen. 
Another set of simulation runs was made with strictly deterministic headways of 
arriving buses. In this case, the comparison with an M/M/l model was made by 
applying formula (60) with Nwl/2[K\/E[K\ = 0 but with same rate of service /x 
as before. (Notice that if (PM/M/I(-) had been applied in this case under the form 
(fM/M/iiP) = 1/M + P / M ( 1 — P) = !//"-(! — /°)> m e n cl\Jb > E[h]/2 = the uncon-
gested waiting time at the bus stop.) The simulation results appear in Fig. 8 below 
showing that model M/M/l overestimates the waiting times in this case. For a bus 
stop where buses arrive with random capacity, average waiting times per passengers 
would have been greater than those shown by the previous simulations. To evalu-
ate the effect of randomness in passenger capacity of arriving buses, a steady-state 
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Fig. 8 A comparison between average waiting times per passenger at the bus stop for bus arrivals with 
strict constant headway for a period of 3 hours and the average waiting times for the M/M/l queueing 
model 
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Fig. 9 The values of function f-(p) in (right) for a M/M^/l bulk-service queue with random server 
capacity Y. Y is assumed to follow a truncated normal distribution on the interval [0, 100] and with an 
average value of 50 pax for several coefficients of variation ranging from 0 to 0.5 (left) 
bulk-service queue model M/M^/l with random capacity was solved analytically 
for various probability distributions for the capacity. The effects of randomness in 
capacity of arriving buses on average waiting time per passenger appeared low or 
moderate, as shown in Fig. 9. This figure shows at right, the graph for function §(/)), 
i.e., the normalized delay per passenger and per service for three distributions of the 
capacity of arriving buses. All them are truncated normals on the interval [0, 100] 
with an average of 50 passengers of capacity. The coefficients of variation for these 
distributions are 0.0, 0.2 and 0.5. For the M/M^/l queueing model, Table 8, below, 
Table 8 The coefficients fi and y in (54) for a bulk service queue M/M<-c'/l. The residual bus capacity c 
is distributed following a truncated normal on [0, 100] with an average value of 50 pax. Values are reported 
for several coefficients of variation for c, Cc, in the range 0.0 to 0.5 
p 
0.05 
0.15 
0.25 
0.35 
0.45 
0.55 
0.65 
0.75 
0.85 
0.95 
y 
0.05 
0.15 
0.25 
0.35 
0.45 
0.55 
0.65 
0.75 
0.85 
0.95 
Cc = 0.04 
0.0000 
0.0015 
0.0225 
0.0952 
0.2709 
0.6694 
1.6263 
4.3380 
15.4343 
160.2669 
1.0000 
1.0110 
1.1110 
1.3490 
1.7830 
2.5720 
4.1500 
7.9790 
21.6390 
178.3520 
0.10 
0.0000 
0.0016 
0.0235 
0.0973 
0.2750 
0.6771 
1.6426 
4.3777 
15.5703 
161.6596 
1.0000 
1.0130 
1.1170 
1.3590 
1.7970 
2.5930 
4.1860 
8.0470 
21.8260 
179.8980 
0.2 
0.0000 
0.0026 
0.0270 
0.1043 
0.2880 
0.7024 
1.6972 
4.5128 
16.0344 
166.4096 
1.0000 
1.0200 
1.1370 
1.3910 
1.8450 
2.6650 
4.3060 
8.2810 
22.4650 
185.1750 
0.3 
0.0001 
0.0043 
0.0328 
0.1158 
0.3096 
0.7447 
1.7875 
4.7385 
16.8138 
174.5540 
1.0020 
1.0380 
1.1750 
1.4480 
1.9270 
2.7880 
4.5080 
8.6740 
23.5400 
194.2170 
0.4 
0.0003 
0.0073 
0.0405 
0.1312 
0.3388 
0.8036 
1.9156 
5.0655 
17.9800 
188.2396 
1.0110 
1.0740 
1.2350 
1.5330 
2.0470 
2.9670 
4.8010 
9.2480 
25.1460 
209.3520 
0.5 
0.0008 
0.0117 
0.0508 
0.1508 
0.3766 
0.8806 
2.0878 
5.5178 
19.6775 
212.0599 
1.0310 
1.1340 
1.3250 
1.6540 
2.2120 
3.2090 
5.2010 
10.0430 
27.4730 
235.5510 
shows coefficients /3 and y of the approximation (54) developed in Sect. 6.1 for sev-
eral coefficients of variation of the capacity distributions for the arriving buses. 
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